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Brazil-India: The Context 

Brazil occupies a prominent place in Indian consciousness 

Brazilian football, Rio Carnival and Samba Dace, part of Indian 
folklore 

Largely due to distance, economic relations did not grow up to 
their potentials 

Due to being host of Rio Summits and WSFs, Brazil is often 
linked to the idea of sustainable development 

 India has been watching several areas of Brazilian development for 
drawing lessons 

Brazil-India face several similar challenges with respect to 
sustainable development  

They also nurture similar aspirations in the spheres of global geo-
politics and sustainable development 
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Sustainable Agriculture 

 Brazil: from being a food-importing country – to an agricultural 

powerhouse,  and a major exporter 

 India: similar success, and a net exporter of agricultural products, 

but footprint in global market not as strong as Brazil due its high 

domestic needs 

 Such success came with some environmental costs due to use of 

chemicals and also use of water particularly in India 

 Some technologies available - bio-fertilizers and bio-pesticides - 

need more innovation or more uptake to become cost-competitive 

 This is an area where Brazil and India can cooperate. Beyond 

water-saving irrigation - plant varieties that can withstand water-

stress 
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Forest Rights in India 

 A new approach to being harmony between people and the nature.  

 The Act of 2006 offers right of ownership to land that is being farmed by 

tribal people or other forest dwellers as on 13 December 2005, subject to a 

maximum of 4 hectares, and the ownership is only for land that is actually 

being cultivated by the family concerned as on that date 

 It also offers right of use of forests for collection of minor forest produce 

(also including ownership), to grazing areas, to pastoralist routes, etc. Also 

entitled to relief and rehabilitation in case of illegal eviction or forced 

displacement; and basic amenities, subject to restrictions for forest protection 

 For "primarily reside in forests" and who depend on forests and forest land 

for a livelihood 

 As India implements this law experience of Brazil would be useful  



Poverty Reduction and Social Protection 

 Brazil has done better than India in poverty reduction 

 India also adopted ambitious programmes/schemes like MG-

NAREGA, National Food Security Act, Integrated Child 

Development Services etc., their effectiveness remains concern. 

Brazil’s successful experiments with “Zero Hunger” and 

BolsaFamilia can provide India with valuable lessons 

 India’s Direct Benefit Transfer Programme in 2013 was 

inspired by Brazil’s BolsaFamilia 

 India can learn from sharing of knowledge and experience, even 

Indian experience can offer some lessons for Brazil 

 Indian NGOs, SHGs, Micro-finance, Organizing marginalized 

and vulnerable groups and support for empowerment 
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Renewable Energy 

 Ambitious renewable energy target (175GW) with 100GW solar 

 Solar generation capacity 20GW (from 2.6 GW in 2014) – progress 
slowed due to excess supply situation 

 But achievement is remarkable in terms of cost-reduction – 
competitive with coal – INR 2.44 (US$0.036 or 3.6 Cents) 

 Mismatch in demand-supply: Indian demand peaks at night but solar 
supply peaks in the afternoon 

 Managing grid stability and development in storage capability 

 Electric-mobility 

 Brazil has huge potentials in both Solar and Hydro – solar becoming 
cheaper and possibly less environmental/social costs 

 Pump storage hydro can help beat solar variability 
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International Solar Alliance 

 India taking lead in the International Solar Alliance - a treaty-

based inter-governmental organization that has been joined by 

121 countries. Most of these countries are sunshine countries, 

which lie either completely or partly between the Tropic of 

Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn. Countries outside this 

geographical region can join (without voting rights) 

 The primary objective of the alliance is to work for efficient 

harnessing of solar energy. 

 Brazil has huge solar energy potential and is already a member. 

 The headquarters of the Alliance being located in India, this 

initiative provides an excellent platform for closer Brazil-India 

cooperation.  

 



Energy Efficiency 

 India did not go for carbon trading - followed an alternative path 

to promote energy efficiency 

 National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency (NMEEE) – 

PAT (Perform, Achieve and Trade) Scheme – a market based 

mechanism – excess achievement in EE could be traded with 

under-achievement 

 478 target companies in 8 sectors (Aluminum, Cement, Chloro-

Alkali, Fertilizer, Iron & Steel, Paper & Pulp, Thermal Power 

Plants and Textiles) - PAT Cycle 1 has achieved an energy 

saving of  8.67 mtoe against the targeted energy saving  of 6.68 

mtoe, which is about 30% over achievement 

 Bulk buying through Discoms reduced procurment costs - and 

eventually market price 



Bio-fuel: Investment and Trade 

 Bio-fuel is another area where there is huge scope for 

cooperation between Brazil and India.  

 The National Policy on Bio-fuels (of India) announced in 2009 

was aimed at indicative targets of 20 per cent blending by 2017 

 The Oil Marketing Companies (OMCs) were directed to blend 

up to 10 per cent. However, even that proved to be difficult due 

to insufficient supply - average of less than 3 per cent 

 The policy intends to reach 20 per cent blending target by the 

year 2030. Also target of generating cumulative 2G (second 

generation) ethanol production capacity of 1 billion liter per 

annum. This will require substantial investment and would be 

supported by 20% viability gap funding – Brazilian companies 

can take advantage 



Bio-fuel: Investment and Trade (II) 

 Indian demand will not be met through domestic production and 

substantial quantity of ethanol will be imported - this also offers 

huge opportunity of exports for Brazil, over the last few years, the 

US has been capturing larger share of the Indian import market and 

the share of Brazil is declining 

 Even if India reduces its import tariff on bio-ethanol, the likely 

beneficiary will be the US and not Brazil 

 Needs for Brazil-India cooperation in global forum – better 

understanding of subsidy regimes – change in defition of subsidy 

that helps OECD countries – distinction between real and 

“estimated” subsidies 

 The proposed platform on Bio-Energy with Brazil taking the lead 

can promote this cooperation further 



Cooperation in Africa 

 Brazil-India cooperation can also be useful in promoting 

sustainable development in other countries 

 Africa has remained marginalized and underdeveloped 

dependent on Western aid, yet, the success has been limited 

 China made huge financial commitment particularly for 

infrastructure development 

 Brazil and India cannot match the financial commitment of 

China, yet they can make significant impacts on the lives of 

African people – agriculture - huge potential – SSR was 100% 

in 1961 but below 80% 

 Chinese experience in the spheres of poverty reduction and 

social protection can have limited relevance  

   



Cooperation in L America and S. Asia 

 The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI), an Indian organisation 

active in energy, environment and resources management is 

already active in Guayana.  

 Among other things, TERI is looking at are a best practice manual 

to promote energy management and conservation of rice mills, a 

technical study to improve sugar production energy efficiency, 

investments in Guyana Water Incorporated (GWI), and demand 

management and gasifier technology application for sawmills etc..  

 This is a pointer that the possibility of Brazil-India cooperation can 

also be explored in third countries in the Latin American and 

Caribbean region as well as in South Asian countries 

 Making IBSA and BRICS more meaningful 



Energy Balances in India and Brazil  
and Latin America 2015 

Producti
on 
(Mtoe) 

Imports 
(Mtoe) 

Exports 
(Mtoe) 

TPES 
(Mtoe) 

Net 
imports 
(Mtoe) 

Import 
Depend
ence 
(Import
/TPES) 

India 554.39 371.33 64.5 851.12 306.83 0.36 

Brazil 279.36 70.40 45.12 297.98 25.28 0.08 

Latin 
America 

816.28 179.83 346.45 627.68 -166.62 -0.27 



Energy Reserves and Resources in India 
and Latin America 

Resourc
es/ 
Country 

Coal 
(Million 
Ton) 
End of 
2015 

Lignite 
(Million 
Ton) 
End of 
2015 

Petroleu
m 
(Million 
Ton) 
End of 
2016 

Natural 
Gas 
(Billion 
Cubic 
Metre) 
2015 

Technica
lly 
Feasible 
Hydropo
wer 
Potentia
l 
(GW/ye
ar) 

Solar 
Potentia
l (GW 
Capacity
)  

Wind 
Potentia
l (GW 
Capacity
) 

India 89782 4987 600 1300 2638000 657 49 

Brazil 1547 5049 1800 400 260GW* 90 143.6 

Latin 
America 8943 5073 50800 7700 



Electricity Generation Sources 2015 (GWh) 

Production from India Brazil Latin America 

Coal and Peat 1041532 27468 44535 

Oil 22951 29340 163572 

Gas 68088 79490 238424 

Biofuels 24892 48802 61759 

Waste 1650 0 0 

Nuclear 37413 14734 21873 

Hydro 138052 359743 647197 

Geothermal 0 0 3845 

Solar PV  5636 59 1020 

Wind 42790 21626 29298 

Total Prod 1383004 581652 1211913 
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